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1 Statement of Evidence
Reference
Review of the Environment Effects Statement for the Crib Point Gas Import Jetty
and Pipeline Project.
Name and Address
Hilary Anne Marshall - Director
Ratio Consultants Pty Ltd
8 Gwynne Street, Cremorne, VIC 3121
Professional Qualifications
Bachelor of Engineering (Civil) Hons, 1998, RMIT University
Bachelor of Business Administration (Management), 1998, RMIT University
Professional Experience
Director – Ratio Consultants

Jan 2018 - present

Senior Associate – Ratio Consultants

Jan 2016 – Dec 2017

Associate – Cardno

Nov 2015 – Jan 2016

Senior Engineer – Cardno

Feb 2011 – Oct 2015

Associate – Urban Crossroads, Irvine, California USA

2004-2006

Senior Engineer – Grogan Richards

2002-2004

Engineer – Grogan Richards

1999 - 2001

Professional Expertise
1.1.1

I have worked in the area of Traffic and Transportation Engineering throughout
my career. My area of expertise includes traffic advice and assessment of a wide
range of land use and development proposals for planning authorities,
government agencies, corporations and developers.

1.1.2

My training, qualifications and experience including involvement with a wide
variety of developments over a number of years, qualifies me to comment on the
traffic and transport implications of this proposal.
Instructions which define the scope of this report

1.1.3

I have been instructed by Harwood Andrews on behalf of the Mornington
Peninsula Shire Council, to undertake a review of the traffic and transport
implications of the proposed Crib Point Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline project and
prepare an expert evidence statement for submission and presentation at the
upcoming panel hearing.

1.1.4

My instructions from Harwood Andrew are included in Section 2.2.
Facts, Matters and Assumptions Relied Upon

1.1.5

In the course of preparing this report the facts, matters and assumptions I have
relied upon are outlined in my instructions detailed in Section XX. In addition to
the references listed in my instructions, I have also referenced the following:
•

Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project, Request for Further Information
prepared by the Inquiry and Advisory Committee, dated 16/9/2020.
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•

Request for further information prepared by Inquiry and Advisory Committee,
dated 16/9/2020

•

Request for further information prepared by Harwood Andrews on behalf of
Mornington Peninsula Shire Council, dated 14/9/2020

•

Department of Transport open source traffic volume data vicroadsopendatavicroadsmaps.opendata.arcgis.com-

•

Austroads Guide to Road Design Part 4A Unsignalised and Signalised
Intersections

•

Nearmap, Google maps / street view and Melways

•

Traffic evidence prepared by Ms C. Dunstan of Traffix on behalf of the
applicant 25/9/2020

•

Technical Note 5 (TN005) prepared by APA / AGL on 21/9/2020 containing
letter prepared by VicTrack dated 9/5/2019

Identity of Persons Undertaking the Work
1.1.6

Hilary Marshall of Ratio Consultants assisted by Samuel Lewis and Ella Constable
also of Ratio Consultants.
Declaration

1.1.7

I have read the Planning Panels Victoria Expert Witness guidelines (April 2019)
and understand my obligations to the Panel.

1.1.8

I have no relationship with the client other than a business engagement to
comment on this matter.

1.1.9

My involvement in this project commenced in June 2020 and I was not involved
in the preparation of the Environment Effects Statement for the proposed Crib
Point Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline project or any associated planning.

1.1.10 I have made all the inquiries that I believe are desirable and appropriate and that
no matters of significance which I regard as relevant have to my knowledge, been
withheld from the Panel.

Hilary Marshall
Director: Traffic
Ratio Consultants
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2 Introduction:
2.1 Overview
2.1.1

I have been instructed by Harwood Andrews Lawyers on behalf of Mornington
Peninsula Shire Council, to provide my expert opinion with respect to the
Environment Effects Statement (EES) regarding the proposed Crib Point Gas
Import Jetty and Pipeline project.

2.1.2

This report has been prepared in accordance with the Planning Panels Victoria
Expert Witness guidelines.

2.1.3

In the course of preparing this assessment, I have reviewed the existing
conditions, examined the proposed design plans and referred to the documents
and plans outlined in the following instructions, with additional references listed
in Section 1 of this report.

2.1.4

My opinions with respect to the traffic and transport issues relating to the
proposed development are set out in the following report.

2.2 Instructions
2.2.1

The following review is based on the instructions contained within the Harwood
Andrews letter dated 14th July 2020, as follows:
1.

Review the exhibited EES documents relevant to Council’s municipal area (the
Mornington Peninsula) and your areas of expertise (traffic and transport impacts)
in particular:
Environmental Effects Statement (EES)
a. Summary Document
b. Main Report
i.

Chapter 2: Project Rationale

ii.

Chapter 3: Project Development

iii.

Chapter 4: Project Description

iv.

Chapter 5: Key approvals and assessment framework

v.

Chapter 15: Transport

vi.

Chapter 25: Environment Management Framework (EMF)

vii.

Chapter 26: Stakeholder Engagement

c. Technical Report J: Transport Impact Assessment
d. Attachment II: Legislation and policy report
e. Attachment III: Environment risk report
f.

Attachment VI: Draft Planning Scheme Amendment C272morn

g. Attachment VII: Map Book
2.

Review the Ministerial Guidelines for assessment of environmental effects under
the Environmental Effects Act 1978 (2006).

3.

Prepare a preliminary advice to Council that contains your opinion on the
following matters, as relevant to Council’s municipal area:
a) Does the EES adequately document the investigation, avoidance and
minimisation of potential environmental effects (traffic and transport
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impacts), of the Proposal and relevant alternatives, as well as associated
environmental mitigation and management measures?
In particular, Council seeks advice about the following identified transport
and traffic related risks associated with construction and operation of the
Project:
Construction of the pipeline:
1. TP6: Movement of pipes, plant and heavy machinery as well as
potential road closures impacts on public transport safety and access
for school buses
2. TP8: Risk of crash at intersection of access track and public road due
to non-complying sight lines, stopping distance and lack of lighting
3. TP9: Crash with a train at a level crossing due to increased traffic
activity and new access tracks
Operation of the Project:
1. TP10: Roads experience pavement deterioration due to the movement
of nitrogen trucks (up to 900/year for 20 years) especially along
Woolleys Road and the Esplanade (not B-double approved)
2. TP11: Transport of nitrogen in B-doubles (up to 900/ year for 20 years)
through Frankston Flinders Road increase the crash risk with road
users (vehicles, buses, pedestrians and cyclists), impacting amenity
and traffic operations in Hastings town centre
b) Do you agree with the EES assessment of the potential environmental
effects of the Project, their significance and acceptability having regard
to the draft evaluation objectives in the EES scoping requirements,
relevant policy, legislation, best practice, and the principles and
objectives of “ecologically sustainable development”? If not, why not?
c) Are there any specific measures or changes (including to the design or
management of the Project via the draft Amendment, works approval and
environmental management framework) you recommend to avoid,
mitigate or manage the environmental effects of the Project within
acceptable limits having regard to the draft evaluation objectives in the
EES scoping requirements, relevant policy, legislation, best practice, and
the principles and objectives of “ecologically sustainable development”?
We draw your attention to the following mitigation measures already
identified in the EMF associated with the traffic and transport risks
identified above:
1. MM-TP01: Traffic Management Plan
2. MM-TP02: Level Crossing Audit
3. MM-TP03: Stakeholder and consultation on transport changes
4. MM-TP04: Road Safety Audit
5. MM-TP05: Pavement strength survey
6. MM-TP06: Public Transport Disruption Management sub-plan
7. MM-TP07: Nitrogen Transport Plan
d) If you do recommend such measures, then to the extent that it is within
your expertise to do so, please provide you opinion on whether or not
such measures are feasible.
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2.3 Acronyms and Abbreviations
2.3.1

For convenient reference a summary of commonly used acronyms and
abbreviations in this report are outlined as follows:
MPSC

Mornington Peninsula Shire Council

IAC

Inquiry and Advisory Committee

EES

Environmental Effects Statement

MM

Mitigation Measure

Vpd

vehicles per day

Vph

vehicles per hour

AADT

Annual Average Daily Traffic volume

DoT

Department of Transport

HDD

Horizonal Directional Drilling

TMP

Traffic Management Plan
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3 Background:
3.1 Mornington Peninsula Shire Council Submission
3.1.1

Mornington Peninsula Shire Council (MPSC) prepared a submission, on the
Environmental Effects Statement (EES), Amendment C272morn and Works
Approval Application stating that Council strongly oppose the Crib Point Gas
Import Jetty and Pipeline Project.

3.1.2

I have reviewed the traffic related matters included in the submission.

3.2 Requested Additional Information by Council
3.2.1

Harwood Andrews on behalf of Mornington Peninsula Council requested
additional information from the applicant on the 14th September 2020.

3.2.2

Of relevant to this assessment, the following information was requested:

3.2.3

In relation to EES Chapter 15: Transport and Technical report J (Transport):
1. Analysis of the following additional intersections (with high number of accidents):
a. Frankston-Flinders Road / Bungower Road.
b. Frankston-Flinders Road / Eramosa Road.
c.

Coolart Road / Myers Road.

d. Coolart Road / Bungower Road.
e. Dandenong-Hastings Road / Bungower Road.
f.

Frankston-Flinders Road / Denham Road.

2. Swept path analysis to confirm whether larger trucks required can enter and exit
access tracks satisfactorily.
3. Further detail regarding how access track intersections with sight distances
shortfalls will be managed.
4. An assessment of the potential impacts of car parking at construction sites/access
tracks.
3.2.4

At the time of preparing this assessment, no response had been received from
the applicant addressing the above matters.

3.3 Requested Additional Information by Inquiry and
Advisory Committee
3.3.1

The Inquiry and Advisory Committee prepared a Request for Further Information
to the proponent on the 16th September 2020. In regard to transport matters, a
summary of the IAC requested further information is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

3.3.2

Use of rail line right of way
Sight distance issues with access tracks
Preferred over-dimensional vehicle routes
Disposal of oily sludge from FSRU

At the time of finalising this statement Technical Note 5 (TN005) was issued by
the proponent detailing engagement with VicTrack and Department of Transport
(DoT). VicTrack and DoT prepared a joint letter outline their approval subject to
a number of conditions.
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4 Areas of Review
4.1 Overview
4.1.1

Further to my instructions from Harwood Andrews and my areas of expertise, this
assessment focuses on the following areas:
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Traffic Analysis
Accident History
Public Transport
Access Track Locations and Sight Distance
Level Crossings
Road Closures
Parking Considerations
Nitrogen Truck Routes
Proposed Mitigation Measures

4.2 Limitations
4.2.1

Due to the current government restrictions associated with the Covid-19
pandemic, my understanding and instructions are that site visits are not yet
permitted.

4.2.2

The benefits of being able to complete a site visit are generally as follows:
•

First-hand knowledge of road network, intersections and speed limits

•

Observation of typical operating conditions and areas of congestion
during peak times (assuming pre-covid conditions)

•

Ability to look at specific blackspot locations and other high accident
intersections

•

Review of rail crossings and potential issues

•

Review of stock piling areas and access track locations including sight
distance constraints and potential conflict with existing infrastructure

•

Review of alternate Nitrogen Truck Routes

4.2.3

I have also been unable to collect independent traffic volume data due to the
pandemic, which would assist in validating the traffic volume data provided and
intersection analysis undertaken.

4.2.4

I do not have expertise in road pavement design, determining road pavement
strength and/or expected design life of road pavements.

4.2.5

Therefore, I have not commented on issues relating to the existing or future road
pavement conditions other than to support that a road pavement conditions
audit be undertaken prior to works commencing and that appropriate
rehabilitation works be undertaken by the proponent.
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5 Traffic Analysis:
5.1 Overview
5.1.1

The EES document in terms of traffic and transport issues is reliant on the
Transport Impact Assessment (technical background report J, prepared by
Aecom, dated 4 June 2020.

5.1.2

After reviewing this document, I have concerns about its adequacy in terms of
data collection, analysis and findings, discussed as follows:

5.2 Base Traffic Volumes
5.2.1

The Aecom report states that very little data was available throughout
Mornington Peninsula Shire and therefore the traffic volumes have been
‘estimated’ based on their road class.

5.2.2

The following portion of Table 8-1 from the Aecom report summarises the
estimated average annual daily traffic volume (AADT) on roads within Mornington
Peninsula, as shown in Table 5.1..
Table 5.1: Aecom Existing Daily Traffic Volumes

Source: Aecom TIA Table 8-1

5.2.3

It is noted that only a single traffic volume is provided for Frankston Flinders Road
and Dandenong Hastings Road (Western Port Hwy), typically volumes fluctuate
along arterial roads. Appendix A of the Aecom report states that data has been
collected from VicRoads for the relevant VicRoads managed roads.

5.2.4

A review of the online Department of Transport open source data traffic volumes
for the road network in the vicinity of Crib Point and the pipeline project, indicates
that all nominated traffic volumes for the roads managed by VicRoads are also
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estimated volumes, with the exception of 2 locations on Frankston-Flinders Road,
referencing actual data rather than estimated.
5.2.5

The data available in the vicinity of the study area is shown in Figure 5-1, where
information is available on most blue road segments shown.
Figure 5-1: Department of Transport Open Data 2020

Frankston-Flinders Road

Graydens Road

Hodgins Road

High St

Coolart Road

Frankston-Flinders Road

Woolleys Road

Source: vicroadsopendata-vicroadsmaps.opendata.arcgis.com-

5.2.6

The data collected includes directional splits and locations with details attached
as Appendix A. A comparison of the most recent data with that adopted by
Aecom is summarised in Table 14.1.
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Table 5.2: Comparison of Aecom and DoT Volumes

Aecom AADT
Volumes

DoT AADT
Volumes Oct
2020

Variation (under /
over)

Woolleys Rd

3,000

7,800

-4,800 Under

Stony Point Rd

3,300

7,800

-4,500 Under

Frankston-Flinders Rd

7,900

16,000

-8,100 Under

Graydens Rd

6,000

6,400

-400 Under

Dandenong-Hastings Rd

6,700

7,600 – 8,900

Up to -2,200 Under

Western Port Highway

10,000

7,600 – 8,900

Up to +2,400 Over

Tyabb-Tooradin Road

7,100

3,100

+4,000 Over

Road

5.2.7

Some estimated volumes by Aecom are higher than those currently available,
however most are significantly lower.

5.2.8

Of note, Woolleys Road, Stony Point Road, Frankston-Flinders Road are carrying
more than double the Aecom estimated volumes.

5.2.9

The Aecom assessment purports to be a conservative assessment of traffic
impacts, a view supported by the evidence of Ms Dunstan from Traffix. Based on
the Department of Transport figures shown above, I do not agree with this
position.

5.2.10 The existing traffic volume of 16,000vpd on Frankston-Flinders Road is close to
its theoretical maximum capacity of 18,000vpd and would indicate that there is
likely to be some congestion during peak times.
5.2.11 With volumes less than half of what they should be in some locations, it would be
reasonable to assume that the reported levels of service and intersection analysis
will appear substantially better than the most recent volumes would support.
5.2.12 The preceding traffic volumes are graphically depicted on the following figure
and compared to the data provided by Aecom.
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Figure 5-2: VicRoads AADT Traffic Volumes compared to Aecom Estimates

8900vpd
Aecom 10000vpd

7600vpd
Aecom 10000vpd
8200vpd
Aecom 10000vpd
10000vpd
Aecom 7900vpd

17000vpd
Aecom 7900vpd

16000vpd
Aecom 7900vpd
16000vpd
Aecom 7900vpd
7800vpd
Aecom 3300vpd

7800vpd
Aecom 3000vpd

Source: Department of Transport Open Data – Traffic Volumes (as of July 2020)

5.2.13 I accept that estimating traffic volumes is a reasonable approach for lower order
municipal roads, with limited through functionality, however, it is my opinion that
actual data should have been collected at key intersections and roads that are
expected to be heavily utilised by the proposed development, such as Frankston
Flinders Road, Western Port Highway, Woolleys Road and Denham Road as a
minimum.
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5.3 Development Traffic Volumes
Overview
5.3.1

The anticipated traffic volumes were separated into construction related activity
and operational activity that will occur once the project is complete.

5.3.2

I am not qualified to comment on the projected number of construction workers
or equipment required, therefore the following discussion is based on an analysis
of the information provided within the EES documentation.

5.3.3

The anticipated daily traffic generation during construction is summarised in
Table 6-1 of the Aecom TIA as follows:

5.3.4

The preceding table indicates that there will be 302 (comprising 180+80+42)
vehicle movements per day to and from the Crib Point Jetty.

5.3.5

A further 901 vehicle movements are expected to and from the pipeline
segments under construction. 800 of these movements will be construction
workers in their private vehicle, with the remaining 101 related to delivery of pipes
primarily from the Denham Road stockpiles using up to five extendable trailer
trucks per day.

5.3.6

It is noted that the Aecom table states that the preceding number are
representative of traffic generation on a ‘typical’ day.

5.4 Pipeline Delivery and Storage
5.4.1

The proposed pipeline is approximately 57km long between Crib Point and
Pakenham, requiring a continuous steel pipe to be installed between the two.

5.4.2

It is proposed to deliver the pipe by ship to the Bluescope Steel facility, in two
batches of pipes equal to a total of 28.5km in length each delivery. The Bluescope
Steel facility is on the northern edge of Hastings. A further 500m will be trucked
from Tottenham.

5.4.3

The pipes will then be moved by a vehicle described as an extendable trailer, to
three stockpile locations, two on Denham Road in Hastings and one at Crib Point.
Of the 57km of pipe, it is proposed to store 5km at Crib Point and the remainder
at the stockpiles on Denham Road.

5.4.4

The Bluescope steel facility and the stockpile locations are shown in Figure 5-3.
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Figure 5-3: Pipe Delivery and Stockpile Locations

5.4.5

No further details are provided on the length or class of vehicle relevant to the
extendable trailer truck, therefore I have assumed it will be similar to the example
shown in Figure 5-4.
Figure 5-4: Extendable Trailer Truck Example

5.4.6

The pipe sections are proposed to be 12m and 18m in length. On that basis it
would be reasonable to assume that the required vehicle may be in the order of
23m in length.

5.4.7

It is proposed to use 5 extendable trailer trucks to transfer the steel pipe from
Bluescope Steel to the stockpile locations, which will take several days as
summarised in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3: Pre-construction Pipe Storage

Location

Length
of Pipe

No. of
Extendable
Trailers

No. of loads per day
/ Vehicle
Movements

No. of
Days

Denham Rd, near corner of
McKirdys Road Hastings.
Land owned by Bluescope
Steel

28km

5

4 loads / 8 vehicle
movements per day

11 days

5

18 loads / 36
vehicle movements
per day

12 days

5

22 loads

23 days

Denham Road Stockpile
Crib Point Stockpile
Total

5.4.8

23.5km
5km
56.5km

It is my assumption that the same 5 extendable trailer trucks will be used for all
movements of the pipe.

5.5 Pre-Construction Pipeline Traffic Volumes
5.5.1

Prior to the commencement of the particular stage of the pipeline, there is
expected to be mobilization activity involving 57 vehicle movements per day,
comprising 39 equipment floats and 18 semi-trailer trips.

5.5.2

Although this activity may be occurring on an upstream section of pipeline, it is
considered likely that these movements and the main construction activity may
overlap on the adjacent road network. It is unclear if this has been assessed.

5.6 Pipeline Construction Traffic Generation
5.6.1

A peak workforce of 400 workers has been estimated for the pipeline
construction. It is acknowledged that multiple sections of the pipeline are
expected to be worked on concurrently and that the number of workers may
reduce to 120 a day outside of peak construction. The timeframe and definition
of peak and off peak construction is unclear.

5.6.2

It is anticipated that up to 800m of pipeline can be constructed per day.

5.6.3

The analysis provided, states that the 400 workers will result in 800 vehicle
movements per day, assuming that 50% arrive and depart to Melbourne and 50%
are locally based trips.

5.6.4

I feel the reference to daily traffic generation is misleading as the trips are
associated with the 400 workers arriving in the AM peak and departing in the PM
peak. No allowance has been made for worker trips during the course of the day
to pick up supplies, supervise or assist on other sections of the pipe or even to
buy lunch.

5.6.5

The trips are expected to be concentrated towards the site in the AM peak and
away from the site as they depart at the end of the day. Based on the assumption
that 50% of those trips start and end in Melbourne, this could add a significant
number of turning movements during the peak hours to a particular movement
at intersections along the main routes to and from the site.

5.6.6

In addition, to the 800 vehicle movements outlined above, there is estimated to
be a further 101 vehicle movements per day on average associated with moving
the steel pipes from their stockpiles to the relevant segment of pipeline
construction.

5.6.7

The Denham Road Stockpile is proposed to contain 52km of pipe, with 5km
contained to the south at Crib Point. The Denham Road stockpile is located at
approximately the 12km mark of the pipeline, therefore 7km will need to be
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moved to construction south of Denham Road with the remaining 45km of pipe
moved to various locations north of Denham Road.
5.6.8

The following figure shows the Denham Road stockpile location in relation to the
pipeline alignment in magenta and the arterial road network in light green.
Figure 5-5: Denham Road Stockpile Site in relation to the Pipeline Alignment

Source: Aecom TIA Part 2

5.6.9

The projected 101 truck movements per day associated with moving the pipe are
anticipated to primarily use the Frankston-Flinders Road / Denham Road
roundabout to access the arterial road network.

5.6.10 As 52km of pipe will be moved from Denham Road stockpiles to the various
sections of construction, it is anticipated that this intersection will be used daily
through the construction period.

5.7 Anticipated Construction Traffic Volumes
5.7.1

The anticipated traffic volumes on roads throughout Mornington Peninsula
during the construction phase is shown in Aecom’s Table 8-1.
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5.7.2

The construction traffic is expected to add between 800-1200vpd to the roads
outlined in the preceding table. However, as the movements are primarily related
to workers (400 people) arriving in the morning and departing in the afternoon, it
appears that the vast majority of movements will actually occur in the AM and
PM peak hours.

5.7.3

The use of daily traffic volumes in my opinion, does not highlight the anticipated
concentration of vehicular activity in the peak hours.

5.8 Peak Hour Intersection Capacity
5.8.1

The Aecom TIA includes a peak hour intersection analysis of 6 intersections along
Frankston-Flinders Road. The result of the analysis is shown in Aecom Table 84.

5.8.2

It is not clear how the turning movements were obtained at the various
intersections, or the peak hour construction movements that were applied as this
information was not provided.

5.8.3

The Volume to Capacity (V/C) ratio quoted applies to the intersection with no
indication of the impact on particular movements likely to occur due to the
concentrated nature of the anticipated traffic activity during the AM and PM peak
hours.

5.9 Operation Traffic Generation
5.9.1

The ongoing operation of the Crib Point facility and pipeline will include inspection
of the pipeline and operations at Crib Point. The number of traffic movements
associated with the ongoing operation is expected to be significantly lower than
during the construction phase.

5.9.2

In addition to the passenger vehicle movements associated with employees of
the future facility, deliveries of liquid nitrogen to Crib Point will be required.

5.10 Liquid Nitrogen Truck Movements
5.10.1 The EES estimates that 900 truck deliveries of liquid nitrogen will be required per
year, comprising 850 truck deliveries from a facility in Dandenong South and 50
trucks from a second facility in Altona. The Aecom assessment did not break this
number down further than a per year traffic volume.
5.10.2 It is stated that the deliveries will be made by B-Double trucks, equivalent to 1800
B-Double truck movements per year.
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5.10.3 It is also stated that the deliveries will not occur daily but at regular intervals
throughout the year, with a maximum of 5 trucks per day.
5.10.4 In order to understand the regularity of such truck movements, I have divided the
900 trucks by 52 weeks, which equals to 17 trucks per week.
5.10.5 Based on a maximum of up to 5 trucks per day, would result in an average of 17
trucks per week, therefore there would need to be deliveries for at least 3.5 days
every week of the year for the next 20 years to satisfy the projected number of
800 trucks per year.
5.10.6 Section 8.2.4 of the Aecom report, states that there may be up to 12 B-Double
movements (nitrogen + odorant trucks) per day, with varying frequency during
certain periods of the year.
5.10.7 On that basis, it appears that deliveries may not be distributed evenly each week.
Given that an even distribution would require at least 3.5 days a week to
complete, any concentration of activity would presumably result in a higher
number of deliveries over a larger number of consecutive days.

5.11 Proposed Liquid Nitrogen Truck Routes
5.11.1 The following routes were proposed by Aecom between Dandenong (or Altona)
to Crib Point as shown in Figure 5-6.
Figure 5-6: Potential Liquid Nitrogen Routes (Aecom TIA)

5.11.2 A Mitigation Measure has been proposed to prepare a specific plan for the
delivery of liquid nitrogen, which is considered appropriate. In my opinion it will
be important for Councils planning of future land use along the selected route
given the anticipated regularity and longevity of the liquid nitrogen deliveries.
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The Nitrogen Transport Plan may also form part of Councils considerations for
future road upgrades and maintenance.
5.11.3 As the Nitrogen Transport Plan will be in operation for at least 20 years, it is my
opinion that a requirement of the plan, is for it to be review and update it at least
every 5 years. This will ensure that the Transport Plan remains up to date and
consistent with current practice, considers any road upgrades and any other
relevant considerations.
5.11.4 Section 8.2.5 Bus Impact Risk TP11, states the following:

5.11.5 Based on the Aecom suggestion above, that Nitrogen Trucks use Coolart Road
to avoid Hastings, I have overlain the proposed Nitrogen Truck routes over the
top of the accident statistics, taking into consideration the adjacent residential
density, as shown in Figure 5-7.
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Figure 5-7: Proposed Nitrogen Truck Routes, Accident History and Residential Density
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5.11.6 As shown in the preceding figure, the Coolart Road route would avoid some of
the higher residential density areas. However, it also has a relatively significant
accident history, including two blackspot locations where 5 or more accidents
have occurred in the past 5 years and one fatality.

5.12 Summary of Opinion
5.12.1 In my opinion the Transport Impact Assessment does not include sufficient
accurate data to provide a realistic or robust assessment of existing conditions,
which then compromises the ability to undertake a future conditions assessment.
5.12.2 The traffic volume data appears to have been ‘estimated’, which may be
appropriate for some roads, however it should at the very least have been verified
by actual count data at critical locations, which either have a high accident
history, high traffic volumes and/or are expected to carry the majority of the
construction traffic.
5.12.3 The use of daily traffic movements as a metric of construction related traffic
activity is misleading in my opinion and doesn’t accurately represent the
concentration of activity anticipated in the AM and PM peak hours, which could
result in potentially significant increases in particular turning movements along
the main routes to and from the various sites.
5.12.4 As no peak hour turning movement data has been provided for existing
conditions or anticipated project traffic, it is not possible to determine if the peak
hour assessment of 6 intersections along Frankston-Flinders Road is appropriate.
5.12.5 The results of the 6 intersections analysed includes only a single overall result for
each intersection, which does not allow the potential impact on particular
movements to be determined.
5.12.6 The intersection analysis also excludes an identified blackspot intersection at
Western Port Highway / Tyabb-Tooradin Road, which is expected to be heavily
utilised during the pipeline construction, as well as other significant intersections
throughout the study area.
5.12.7 Without any discussion on the existing or anticipated turning movements at
intersections it is difficult to relate the potential impact to existing accident
statistics and reduces the validity of the reported results.
5.12.8 Discussions about managing the movement of pipes along the local road network
throughout the construction period should be addressed in more detail.
5.12.9 I believe the preparation of the proposed Nitrogen Transport Plan is important
for Councils understanding and land use planning, including road upgrades along
the preferred route.
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6 Accident History:
6.1 Overview
6.1.1

A crash investigation was undertaken by Aecom on the study area road network.
The study was based on reported casualty crashes recorded over the five-year
period from 2013 to 2017, in the VicRoads CrashStats database.

6.1.2

The accidents recorded by Aecom in the MPSC area, are shown in Figure 6-1.

6.1.3

As shown in Figure 6-1, a number of red spots are shown indicating locations that
have had 5 or more accidents in the same location over the past 5 years. Five
accidents over 5 years in generally considered significant and is one of the criteria
to warrant a review under VicRoads Blackspot program.

6.1.4

The Blackspot criteria is a reasonable measure of identifying intersections, or
road segments, with an existing accident history, however, it should not preclude
a review of other intersections with 4 accidents in the 5 year study period or
intersections expected to carry a significant amount of additional traffic due to
the project.

6.1.5

The Aecom report identified two intersections, within Mornington Peninsula Shire,
that are proximate to the pipeline, that have had 6 accidents within the 5 year
study period.

6.1.6

These are shown in Table 5-6 of the Aecom report and reproduced as follows:

6.1.7

No further analysis or discussion is provided on the preceding Blackspots nor is
there a correlation on whether the project is likely to have an adverse impact on
the likelihood of increasing accidents.

6.1.8

In my opinion, a review of accidents should have also been applied to the
following blackspot intersection and the 3 intersection that are close to a
blackspot status that are expected to be heavily used by the proposal.

6.1.9

The additional intersections I believe should be reviewed are detailed in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6-1: Accident Location and Number (2013-2017)

Source: Aecom TIA Part 2, Figure 9
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Table 6.1: Additional Intersections with a high number of accidents

Intersection

Number of
accidents

Frankston-Flinders Road / Bungower Road

5+

Frankston-Flinders Road / Eramosa Road

5+

Coolart Road / Myers Road

5+

Coolart Road / Bungower Road

4

Dandenong-Hastings Road / Bungower Road

4

Frankston-Flinders Road / Denham Road

4

6.1.10 It is noted that there have been 4 accidents over the past 5 years at the Denham
Road / Frankston-Flinders Road roundabout, which given its proposed use during
the construction phase of the project should have been rigorously reviewed
within the TIA in my opinion.
6.1.11 The current data available on Crashstats was reviewed to determine if more up
to date data was available than 2017. At the time of preparing this review, the
database was up to date as of July 2019.
6.1.12 The up to date data at the two identified intersections, reveals one additional
accident has been recorded at the Frankston-Flinders Road and Marine Parade
intersection on 17th July 2018. The crash was caused by a vehicle turning right
out of Marine Parade and colliding with through traffic resulting in an ‘other’ type
injury. Since 2013 and 2018 there have now been 7 accidents at this intersection.
6.1.13 A number of accidents resulting in a fatality have also occurred in the study area.
None of the fatalities were located within the identified high accident locations
identified above.
6.1.14 The Aecom review of fatal accidents within the Mornington Peninsula study area
identified a total of six accidents resulting in fatalities.
6.1.15 The fatality accidents were spread across six separate locations, detailed below
and shown in Figure 6-2.
Table 6.2: Description of fatality accidents

Date

Location

Description

May 2016

Woolleys Road

Vehicle veered off carriageway on
right bend

Nov2016

Boes Road near Gerards
Way

Right through collision with vehicle
not at intersection

Aug 2015

Dandenong-Hastings Road
between Bungower Road &
Eramosa Road

Head on collision when vehicle is not
overtaking

Feb 2019

Tyabb-Tooradin
Road
between Bungower Road &
South Boundary Road

Head on collision when vehicle is not
overtaking
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Frankston-Flinders Road

Head on collision when vehicle is not
overtaking

Nov 2014

Coolart Road & Hunts Road

Collision with
intersection

vehicle

at

the

Nov 2014

Coolart Road & Hunts Road

Collision with
intersection

vehicle

at

the

March 2016

Figure 6-2: Location of fatality accidents within Mornington Peninsula Shire (20132017)

6.1.16 Although a one off fatality accident does not necessarily indicate a safety issue
or a history of accidents, the fatality on Woolleys Road is worth consideration,
given the increased traffic volumes projected on this road including it’s likely
future use by Liquid Nitrogen Trucks.

6.2 Summary of Opinion
6.2.1

The accident review by Aecom clearly indicates that a number of intersections
within MPSC have a significant accident history, including 2 intersection with 6
accidents in 5 years that are in close proximity to the proposed pipeline
construction.

6.2.2

The analysis doesn’t provide any nexus between accident types and potential
mitigation measures that may reduce the likelihood of further accidents.

6.2.3

There is also no connection between additional traffic movements at any of the
high accident intersections and the potential increased risk of particular
movements.
Recommendation

6.2.4

In order to address the concerns and risks associated with increased traffic
through the intersection with identified safety issues, I suggest that the
Mitigation Measure required for a Road Safety Audit and Traffic Management
Plan explicitly apply and include the following intersections:
•

Tyabb-Tooradin Road / Bungower Road
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•

Western Port Highway / Bungower Road

•

Western Port Highway / Tyabb-Tooradin Road

•

Frankston Flinders Road / Western Port Highway / Denham Road

•

Frankston Flinders Road / Marine Parade

•

Woolleys Road / Stony Point Road
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7 Access Track Review:
7.1 Overview
7.1.1

Based on the EES Map Book, the first 20km of the pipeline will be located within
the Mornington Peninsula Shire Council.

7.1.2

The pipeline alignment follows a number of local roads, part of the Stony Point
Rail Corridor through Hastings, public open space and a number of private
properties.

7.1.3

To gain access to the areas not within road reserves, the Aecom TIA nominates a
number of Access Track (AT) locations shown as AT1 to AT40. The first 18 access
track locations are within the Mornington Peninsula municipality.

7.1.4

The EES Project Description (Section 4.5.4) states that:
“The construction footprint would typically comprise a 30-metre wide pipeline
construction ROW, as well as extra work space for temporary facilities to support
construction. Indicative locations for extra work space and temporary facilities
are shown in Attachment VII Map book and include:

7.1.5

•

Access tracks (upgrade of existing and construction of new), which would
be less than 10 metres wide and usually constructed out of gravel

•

Additional work areas (such as vehicle turn around points, additional work
spaces for crossings, set up areas for construction methodologies, laying
out of pipe for HDD, stockpiling and storage areas).

•

Water supply tanks and temporary dams for storing water required for
dust suppression and hydrostatic testing (pressure testing) of the
pipeline.”

The typical layout of the 30m construction ROW is shown in Figure 7-1.
Figure 7-1: Typical 30m wide Construction Right of Way

7.2 Issues
7.2.1

The issue in relation to the access tracks is that the proposed location may not
have sufficient sight distance and is likely to generate a significant amount of
vehicular movements whilst construction proceeds in that location. A large
number of the proposed access tracks will be located on rural roads currently
operating with a default speed limit of 100kph.

7.2.2

The vehicles entering and exiting the site will include a portion of the 400
construction workers, the 101 truck movements discussed earlier in this report
and other earthmoving equipment and machinery as required.

7.2.3

The situation is further exacerbated by the informal nature of the access track,
proposed as a gravel surface, which although appropriate for temporary
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construction use may reduce the ability for vehicles to depart quickly from the
site, which may increase the length of gap required and subsequently the site
distance.
7.2.4

The narrowness of the existing road pavement in some locations also causes
concern as it is considered likely that some of the larger trucks will need to use
the entire road pavement on entry and exit, creating a hazard for oncoming
vehicles in both directions.

7.3 EES Risk Assessment TP8 of Access Tracks
7.3.1

The Aecom assessment uses the following Risk Assessment Matrix:

7.3.2

The definitions of Consequence Rating and the Likelihood Guide are taken from
the Aecom TIA and reproduced as follows:
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7.3.3

I generally support the risk matrix adopted and descriptions used with the
exception of the reference to increased risk of collision by percentage. This
methodology used to determine the percentage increase in collision risk is
unclear.

7.3.4

On that basis, risk TP8: ‘Access Track / public road network intersection crash
risk’, has been rated High, as shown in the EES Transport Chapter 15, as follows:
Figure 7-2: EES Transport Chapter 15 – Risk ID TP8 Access Tracks

7.3.5

The risk of crashes is also directly related to increased traffic volumes which has
not been included. For example, an existing access track that is currently used
once a day has scientifically less risk than the same access track being used by
the proposed 900 construction vehicles per day.

7.4 Sight Distance
7.4.1

The Aecom report (Executive Summary) identifies 10 access track locations that
would have non-complying sight distance. Seven of those locations are within
the Mornington Peninsula municipality.

7.4.2

Sight distance assessments are typically undertaken in accordance with the
Austroads Guide to Road Design Part 4A: Unsignalised and Signalised
Intersections.

7.4.3

There are 3 types of sight distance to take into consideration as follows:

7.4.4

•

Approach sight distance (ASD)

•

Safe intersection sight distance (SISD)

•

Minimum gap sight distance (MGSD)

The Austroads guide states that
“SISD (Safe Intersection Sight Distances) is the minimum sight distance which
should be provide on the major road at any intersection.”

7.4.5

The intersections where the access tracks meet the public road network were
assessed within the Aecom TIA, with the required SISD based on speed limits
shown as follows:
•
•
•

80kph
90kph
100kph

181m
214m
248m
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7.4.6

Additional correction factors are typically required for roads that aren’t flat and
where a higher number of truck movements may be expected, resulting in longer
SISD requirements.

7.4.7

The Access Track locations that Aecom identified with deficient sight distance,
as well as the shortfall calculated by Ratio are listed in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Sight Distance Shortfall based on Assessment by Aecom

1

Access
Track

Road

Speed

SISD

Achieved Site
Distance1

Shortfall

AT2

Woolleys Rd

80kph

181m

181m east
80m west

101m
west

AT3

Woolleys Rd

80kph

181m

181m east
40m west

141m
west

AT4

Woolleys Rd

80kph

181m

60m east
181m west

121m
east

AT5

Woolleys Rd

80kph

181m

90m east
80m west

91m east
/ 101m
west

AT10

Frankston-Flinders
Rd

90kph

214m

Restricted both
ways

Unknown

AT14

Whitneys Road

90kph

214m

100m east
214m west

114m
east

AT18

South Boundary Rd

100kph
default

248m

50m

Unknown

Achieved site distance as measured by Aecom

7.4.8

The above intersections fail to comply with the sight distance requirements by a
minimum of 91m and up to the full 100kph requirement of 248m.

7.4.9

The anticipated SISD for Access Track (AT10) on Frankston-Flinders Road is not
stated, with Aecom noting that it is restricted both ways. Frankston Flinders
Road is currently carrying approximately 17,000vpd with a speed limit of 90kph
in the vicinity of the Access Track.

7.4.10 It is appreciated that there are various factors that restrict sight distance, such
as undulating terrain, foliage and curvature of roads, however based on the
material provided, it is not clear what the inadequacies are or whether it can be
resolved.
7.4.11 As previously shown the width of the pipeline corridor are proposed to be in the
order of 20-30m wide, which offers limited option to relocate the 10m wide
access track within this corridor, ie a 10m wide access could only be moved a
maximum of 10 metres to the right or left. Given the deficiencies identified by
Aecom, it is difficult to understand how the sight distance deficiencies could be
addressed within the relatively limited area available.
7.4.12 The sight distances are so deficient in some instances, I have concerns that these
access track locations may not be viable options, especially considering the size
and number of vehicles that will require access, including the extendable trailer
identified earlier.
7.4.13 A large number of roads in MPSC have a trees and vegetation within the roadside verge. The assumption that this vegetation can be cleared as need either
side of an Access Traci is not supported by Council.
7.4.14 If the location proposed in the EES cannot be used, then an alternative location
will be required potentially impacting landowners not currently considered during
the EES process.
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7.5 Swept Path Assessment
7.5.1

The Access Tracks have not been assessed using a swept path analysis. Some
of the proposed Access Track locations are onto relatively narrow high speed
rural roads. It is anticipated that large trucks accessing and egressing from most
of the construction access points will need to use both sides of the road
pavement to do so for some distance.

7.5.2

A slow moving truck occupying all of the road pavement, on a high speed road
with limited sight distance should be considered as part of the risk assessment
in my opinion.

7.5.3

It would have seemed reasonable to at least undertake a swept path assessment
on an aerial photography base of a Semi trailer and B-Double to ensure that entry
and exit by large vehicles is achievable.

7.5.4

A swept path assessment would also help identify potential impacts on the
existing road infrastructure assets such as:
•

Powerpoles, signage, fire hydrant, etc

•

Tree and vegetation removal

•

Telstra and other utility assets and pits

•

Culverts and other drainage assets

7.6 Proposed Mitigation Measure
7.6.1

Two mitigation measures are identified in response to the identified High risk of
accidents at Access Tracks as follows:
Figure 7-3: Proposed Mitigation Measures for TP8 – Risk of Crashes at Access
Tracks

7.6.2

Although I support the proposed Mitigation Measures, I believe further
investigation should have been completed as part of the EES investigation to
establish that the proposed locations can be adequately managed.

7.7 Summary of Opinion
7.7.1

In my experience a Road Safety Audit and Traffic Management Plan will aim to
make improvements relating to a specific location, rather than assess whether
the location itself is appropriate.

7.7.2

The relatively limited construction corridor in which to fit a 10m wide access will
limit the ability to move the proposed access location, without impacting on
adjacent properties.
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7.7.3

It is acknowledged that the removal of trees and/or foliage may assist with the
sight distance deficiencies, however the scope and likelihood of this occurring
has not been discussed or identified.

7.7.4

The proposed mitigation measures to prepare a Traffic Management Plan and
Road Safety Audit are considered appropriate, but only when the Access Track
locations are clearly able to provide appropriate access without unduly impacting
existing road users or adjacent properties.
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8 Level Crossings:
8.1 Aecom Assessment
8.1.1

There are two train lines within the vicinity of the study area, including:
-

Stony Point Line (Metro) – between Frankston station and Stony Point
station.
Gippsland Line (V-Line) – between Southern Cross station and Bairnsdale
station.

8.1.2

Crossings of the train line have been assessed as active or passive, where active
includes boom gates, signals, signage and linemarking. A crossing with passive
control relies on the approaching vehicle to stop prior to the crossing and
determine when appropriate to cross the train lines.

8.1.3

The EES identifies the risk of ‘crash with a train at level crossing due to increased
traffic activity and new access tracks’ as High. As shown in the following figure,
the EES suggests an initial Mitigation Measure MM-TP01 of a Traffic Management
plan.
Figure 8-1: TP9 Crash with train at level crossing risk

8.1.4

The Aecom report identified one existing level crossing off Frankston-Flinders
Road between Reid Parade and Lady Nelson Parkway, as currently having passive
control and recommends that a Level Crossing Audit be undertaken as part of
Mitigation Measure MM-TP2.

8.1.5

The crossing in question is shown in Figure 8-2.
Figure 8-2: Passive level crossing off Frankston Flinders Road

Source: Google Map image Nov 2019 and EES Mapbook, page 5

8.1.6

An additional Mitigation Measure MM-TP02 is proposed to reduce the risk from
High to Medium by undertaking a Level Crossing Audit and identifying required
measures to conform to safety standards, as shown in Figure 8-3.
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Figure 8-3: TP9 Crash with train at level crossing risk additional Mitigation Measure

8.1.7

The additional mitigation measure appears appropriate to help reduce some of
the risk at the identified passive rail crossing.
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9 Road Closures:
9.1 Existing Public Transport
9.1.1

In addition to the trainline, two bus services operate within the study area,
including bus service 782 and 783.

9.1.2

Service 782 operates between Frankston and Flinders via Coolart Road and
Hastings, using the following roads in proximity to Hastings:

9.1.3

•

Stony Point Road

•

High Street

•

Woolleys Road

•

Marine Parade

•

Frankston-Flinders Road

•

Mornington-Tyabb Road

•

Hodgins Road

•

Coolart Road

Bus Route 783 operates between Frankston and Hastings via Coolart Road,
including the following roads in proximity to Hastings:
•

Frankston-Flinders Road

•

Marine Parade

•

Hodgins Road

•

Eramosa Road

•

Coolart Road

Figure 9-1: Bus routes 782 and 783
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9.2 Public Transport Interruptions
9.2.1

The Aecom report states that:
“Bus route 782 and 783 would be impacted with potential delays, route detours
and temporary closures of bus stops during construction. All other metropolitan
and regional bus routes which the pipeline would traverse are on roads which
would be bored under and so no impacts would occur to these services.”

9.2.2

The segments of the bus routes that are expected to be impacted by road
closures are shown in Figure 9-2 and Figure 9-3.
Figure 9-2: Effected Road Segment – Hodgins Road

1.7km detour to
Graydens Road
Effected Road Segment

850m detour
to High Street

9.2.3

As shown on the preceding figure, the closure of Hodgins Road will require the
bus to detour either to the north or south before continuing on its normal route.
The distance is approximately 1.7km north or 850m south.
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Figure 9-3: Effected Road Segment – Frankston-Flinders Road

6.8km detour to
next bus stop
Graydens Road
Effected Road Segment

9.2.4

Likewise, with the closure of Western Port Highway, the detour route is likely to
add approximately 6.8km to the bus route.
Figure 9-4: Frankston Flinders Road between Graydens Road and Western Port
Highway

9.2.5

Although the closure of this section of Frankston Flinders Road may not directly
impact the existing bus routes, it will result in the diversion of approximately
16,00vpd.
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9.3 School Buses
9.3.1

Aecom state that school bus route information was requested from the relevant
Councils but was not provided and therefore does not form part of the
assessment.

9.3.2

School bus routes generally operate from 7.30am to 9.00am and 3.00pm to
5.00pm on school days. The proposed Traffic Management Plan should be able
to minimise potential impacts during these periods.

9.3.3

Similar to the public transport network the ability of the school buses to detour
may be limited.

9.4 Bus Route Implications
9.4.1

In a regional context where roads can be located significant distances apart, the
proposal to detour a route may not be feasible.

9.5 Trenchless Construction
9.5.1

Chapter 3 and 4 of the EES refer to horizontal directional drilling (HDD) or
trenchless construction techniques to reduce disturbance of sensitive land uses.

9.5.2

It is proposed to use HDD at all sealed road crossings to avoid traffic disruption.
A total of 27 road crossings are identified within the pipeline project, including 12
within the Mornington Peninsula Shire.

9.5.3

The 12 locations within Mornington Peninsula are identified in Table 6-2 of the
Aecom report and reproduced as follows:

9.5.4

Chapter 4-41 of the EES states that the length of time required to undertake an
HDD is dependent on the length and geological conditions of the site but will
generally take between 3 to 6 weeks to complete.

9.5.5

Chapter 3 goes on to say that the benefits of trenchless crossings need to be
considered against additional cost and schedule implications and that
consistent application of trenchless crossings may not be feasible.

9.5.6

On the basis of the above comments, there is no certainty regarding the
methodology of construction and as such, pressure on construction timelines
and unforeseen soil conditions, may result in a number of road crossings
constructed using the open trench method instead.
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9.5.7

If this was to occur, there may be a number of unforeseen road closures along
the proposed pipeline during construction causing additional disruption to the
road network.

9.6 Summary of opinion
9.6.1

I believe there is a reasonable risk that not all sealed roads identified in the
preceding table will be constructed via the trenchless technique, resulting in
unforeseen road closures and disruption.

9.6.2

Public transport and most likely school buses as well, will be impacted by the
construction of the pipeline. Based on the distance detours may need to take to
avoid the road closures, the level of service to residents in Hastings is likely to be
significantly impacted during that time.

9.6.3

However, it is considered reasonable to assume that these impacts can be
managed through appropriate stakeholder engagement, detailed Traffic
Management Plans and sufficient forewarning of road closures or disruptions.
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10 Intersections of Concern:
10.1 Overview
10.1.1 The Aecom assessment undertook peak hour intersection analysis at 6
intersections in relatively close proximity along Frankston-Flinders Road between
Sandy Point Road and Denham Road only.
10.1.2 It is noted that no turning movement data at the 6 intersections analysed has
been provided or referenced. Nor has a distribution of project related
movements been provided to determine the level of additional traffic at each of
the above intersections.
10.1.3 Based on my review of the existing traffic volumes, accident history, access track
locations, road closures public transport routes and anticipated traffic
generation, I have concerns regarding the adequacy of the traffic assessment
and the lack of consideration to following intersections in particular:
•

Tyabb-Tooradin Road / Bungower Road

•

Western Port Highway / Bungower Road

•

Western Port Highway / Tyabb-Tooradin Road

•

Frankston Flinders Road / Western Port Highway / Denham Road (Peak Hour
analysis by Aecom)

•

Frankston Flinders Road / Marine Parade (Peak Hour analysis by Aecom)

•

Woolleys Road / Stony Point Road

10.1.4 It is noted that only 2 of the 6 intersections above were analysed by Aecom during
their peak hour assessment.
10.1.5 The intersection locations in relation to the pipeline are shown in Figure 10-1.
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Figure 10-1: Intersections of Concern in Mornington Peninsula Municipality

Tyabb-Tooradin
Rd / Bungower Rd

Western Port
Highway /
Bungower Road

Western Port
Highway / TyabbTooradin Rd

Frankston Flinders Road /
Western Port Highway /
Denham Rd
Frankston
Flinders Road /
Marine Parade

Woolleys Road /
Stony Point Road

10.1.6 The reasons for my concerns are generally in relation to safety concerns due to
their accident history, the likelihood that the intersections will be heavily used
during pipeline construction and/or ongoing operation and that the assumed
traffic volumes are considerably lower than current data suggests. The key
characteristics are outlined as follows:
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10.2 Tyabb-Tooradin Road / Bungower Road
10.2.1 Tyabb-Tooradin Road is one of the higher order roads in close proximity to a large
extent of the pipeline adjacent to Western Port Bay. Bungower Road provides
direct connection to Peninsula Link to the west and as such the Tyabb-Tooradin
Road / Bungower Road intersection is expected to be heavily used during the
construction of the project. The geometry and crash statistics are shown in
Figure 10-2.
Figure 10-2: Tyabb-Tooradin Road / Bungower Road intersection

3

Source: Nearmap, melways and Aecom TIA Part 2

10.2.2 Key characteristics of this intersection are:
•

Major Road / Major Road intersection

•

Non-standard 5 leg geometry

•

All roads 90-100kph speed limit

•

3 accidents in the past 5 years but noted on the Melways as a ‘Dangerous
Intersection’ suggesting a long history of safety issues.

•

Expected to be used to access the pipeline construction north east of
AT17.

•

Expected to be used by the full construction workforce whilst works are
occurring nearby. Even if workers are split over different adjacent
sections of the pipeline it is likely that a large portion of them would use
this intersection during peak times to gain access.

•

The extendable trailer truck and other large machinery will also
presumably use this intersection to access the pipeline.
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10.3 Western Port Highway / Bungower Road
10.3.1 Western Port Highway forms a part of the north south arterial road network
through the study area, providing convenient access to Baxter-Tooradin Road
which provides access to the north eastern part of the pipeline.
10.3.2 As described previously, Bungower Road provides a full diamond interchange
with Peninsula Link to the west. The following intersection is therefore
anticipated to be used regularly during the project.
10.3.3 The geometry and accident statistics are shown in Figure 10-3.
Figure 10-3: Western Port Highway / Bungower Road

4

Source: Nearmap, melways and Aecom TIA Part 2

10.3.4 Key characteristics of this intersection are:
•

Arterial / Major Road intersection

•

All roads 90-100kph speed limit

•

4 accidents over past 5 years

•

Located on the main route north east between the Denham Road stockpile
and the various access track locations, therefore likely to have at least an
additional 101 truck movements per day.

•

The direct connection to the Peninsula Link Freeway also makes it likely that
construction workers will use this intersection to gain access to a large
portion of the pipeline segment to the east of this location.
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10.4 Western Port Highway / Tyabb-Tooradin Road
10.4.1 As described above, Western Port Highway, also known as Dandenong-Hastings
Road and Tyabb-Tooradin Road are anticipated to be used daily during the
construction of the pipeline. The geometry and crash statistics are shown in
Figure 10-4.
Figure 10-4: Western Port Highway / Tyabb-Tooradin Road

6

Source: Nearmap, melways and Aecom TIA Part 2

10.4.2 Key characteristics of this intersection are:
•

Arterial / Major Road intersection

•

Non-standard geometry

•

Western Port Hwy is the closest B-Double approved route from Denham Road
in the south up to the Mornington Peninsula municipality boundary with
Casey Council to the north, that is proximate to the proposed pipeline.

•

All roads 90-100kph speed limit

•

Blackspot intersection with 6 accidents in past 5 years.

•

The intersection is adjacent to KP15 (ie 15km from the Crib Point) therefore
42km of the pipeline are to the northeast of this intersection.

•

Expected to be heavily utilised by construction workers and the pipe
transport truck as well as other construction vehicles as required for an
extended period of time

10.5 Frankston Flinders Road / Western Port Highway /
Denham Road
10.5.1 This intersection provides access to the construction laydown area and pipe
stockpile locations and as such is anticipated to be used on a daily basis
throughout the construction of the project.
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10.5.2 The geometry and crash statistics are shown in Figure 10-5.
Figure 10-5: Frankston Flinders Road / Western Port Hwy / Denham Road

4

Source: Nearmap, melways and Aecom TIA Part 2

10.5.3 Key characteristics of this intersection are:
•

Arterial to Arterial Intersection

•

All roads 90-100kph speed limit

•

Non-standard geometry

•

101 truck movements per day through this intersection throughout the life of
the construction

•

Existing accident history with 4 accidents in the past 5 years

•

Affected by proposed road closures

•

Existing bus route

•

Frankston-Flinders Road traffic volumes estimate by Department of
Transport to be 16,000-17,000vpd, which is close to its theoretical capacity of
18,000vpd, resulting in increased congestion, delay and safety concerns.
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10.6 Frankston-Flinders Road / Marine Parade
10.6.1 Frankston-Flinders Road is the primary north south arterial servicing Hastings.
Marine Parade provides access to the Bluescope Steel site. The complexity of
the intersection is increased by the main traffic route forming a dog leg, requiring
a right turn and a left turn to stay on Frankston-Flinders Road, compounded by
a level crossing on both legs of Frankston-Flinders Road.
10.6.2 The geometry and crash statistics are shown in Figure 10-6
Figure 10-6: Frankston Flinders Road / Marine Parade

7

Source: Nearmap, melways and Aecom TIA Part 2

10.6.3 Key characteristics of this intersection are:
•

Arterial / Major Road intersection

•

Non-standard geometry

•

At grade train crossings on 2 approaches

•

This is a Blackspot intersection with 7 accidents over the past 5 years.

•

VicRoads data suggests traffic volumes on Frankston Flinders Road
approximately 17,000vpd rather than 7,900vpd as suggested.

•

If traffic volumes are more than double the Aecom estimate than it would
be reasonable to assume the intersection is operating at higher levels of
congestion than the Table 8-4 results indicate.

•

Intersection will be affected by the proposed road closures

•

Existing bus route

•

It is anticipated that this intersection will be used for both construction
workers, the extended trailer trucks and other construction vehicles.
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10.7 Woolleys Road / Stony Point Road
10.7.1 Woolleys Road provides the main access to the Crib Point Gas Import Jetty and
as such will be heavily used during both the construction phase and ongoing
operations.
10.7.2 The geometry and crash statistics are shown in Figure 10-7.
Figure 10-7: Woolleys Road / Stony Point Road

3

Source: Nearmap, melways and Aecom TIA Part 2

10.7.3 Key characteristics of this intersection are:
•

Arterial to Major Road Intersection

•

80kph speed limits

•

Non-standard geometry, promoting high speed movements from Stony Point
Road into Woolleys Road

•

All construction activity associated with the works at Crib Point are expected
to use this intersection anticipated to be approximately 302vpd.

•

During operation the staff located at Crib Point will use this intersection as
well as the 900 B-Double Liquid Nitrogen Trucks per year.

•

There have been 3 accidents at this location over the past 5 years as well as
a fatality on Woolley Road to the east.

10.8 Summary
10.8.1 As stated in Section 8.1.3 of the Aecom report:
“The operation of intersections is an important consideration when analysing the
potential traffic impact of the construction activities”.
10.8.2 It is my opinion that the traffic analysis should have included a more rigorous
review of the road network, including at least the intersections identified above.
10.8.3 Intersection analysis should be based on actual turning movement counts and
not estimated. Given the seasonal variation of traffic activity in the area, a
sensitivity analysis would be prudent.
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10.8.4 The implications of not including intersection analysis of critical intersections is
that they may not be included in the proposed mitigation measures of Road
Safety Audit and Traffic Management Plans as they are existing intersections and
haven’t been raised as high risk during the construction process.

10.9 Recommendation
10.9.1 I recommend that a Road Safety Audit be undertaken prior to construction and
that appropriate action is included in the Traffic Management Plan to address the
findings of the Road Safety Audit at the following 6 intersections:
•

Tyabb-Tooradin Road / Bungower Road

•

Western Port Highway / Bungower Road

•

Western Port Highway / Tyabb-Tooradin Road

•

Frankston Flinders Road / Western Port Highway / Denham Road (Peak Hour
analysis by Aecom)

•

Frankston Flinders Road / Marine Parade (Peak Hour analysis by Aecom)

•

Woolleys Road / Stony Point Road
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11 Parking Considerations
11.1 Overview
11.1.1 It is not clear from the documentation, how parking demand associated with
construction workers of the pipeline will be handled. It is anticipated that up to
400 construction workers may be required at peak times.
11.1.2 Allowing for up to a quarter of these workers to be working on different segments
of the pipeline, could easily result in a parking demand of some 300 vehicles
adopting the Aecom assumption that all workers drive independently.
11.1.3 A large portion of the pipeline is adjacent to high speed rural roads, which are
generally not designed to accommodate parking along the side of the road.
11.1.4 Even at very low levels of parking demand, if the vehicles can’t be accommodated
on site, there is a potential safety issue with parking on the side of high-speed
rural roads, especially in areas identified as having limited sight distance or
existing accident history.
11.1.5 Section 6.1.1 of the Aecom report, states that parking will be provided at Crib
Point, however that parking enforcement and a shuttle bus service may be
required as works progress along the pipeline.
11.1.6 In my opinion, it should not be Councils role to manage parking on behalf of the
proponent through enforcement. Appropriate parking strategies should be the
responsibility of the proponent and form part of the Traffic and Transport
Planning for the project.
11.1.7 The use of a shuttle bus could potentially reduce or eliminate this concern,
however a commitment to including this measure of car park management isn’t
apparent.

11.2 Recommendation
11.2.1 To address the above risk, I would recommend that a Car Park Management Plan
be prepared for the construction phase of the project, which would form a sub
section of the Traffic Management Plan (MM-TP01).
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12 Relevant Mitigation Measures:
12.1 Overview
12.1.1 A number of traffic and transport related mitigation measures have been
identified in Chapter 25 of the EES. Seven Mitigation Measures are relevant to
Traffic and Transport as follows:
Table 12.1: Proposed Traffic and Transport Mitigation Measures
MM
ID

Mitigation
Measure

Works Area

Gas Import
Jetty Works
and Pipeline
Works

Statutory
Implementation

Associated
Risk ID

Construction

TP1, TP2,
TP3, TP4,
TP5, TP6,
TP7, TP8,
TP9, B1

Design and
Construction

TP9

Construction
and Operation

TP2, TP4,
TP5, TP6,
TP7, TP10

Construction
and Operation

TP8

Design,
Construction
and Operation

TP3, TP10

Construction

TP6

Operation

TP10,
TP11

Pipeline Licence

MMTP01

Traffic
Management
Plan

MMTP02

Level Crossing
Audit

Pipeline
Works

MMTP03

Stakeholder
and
consultation
on transport
changes

Gas Import
Jetty Works
and Pipeline
Works

Pipeline Licence

MMTP04

Road
Audit

Gas Import
Jetty Works
and Pipeline
Works

Pipeline Licence

MMTP05

Pavement
Strength
Survey

Gas Import
Jetty Works
and Pipeline
Works

Pipeline Licence

MMTP06

Public
Transport
Disruption
Management
Sub-Plan

Gas Import
Jetty Works
and Pipeline
Works

Pipeline Licence

MMTP07

Nitrogen
Transport Plan

Gas Import
Jetty Works

Safety

Timing

Incorporated
Documents

Pipeline Licence

Incorporated
Documents

Incorporated
Documents

Incorporated
Documents

Incorporated
Documents
Pipeline Licence
Incorporated
Documents

12.1.2 , I have reviewed the proposed mitigation measures and proposed response to
reduce or mitigate the risk and have the following comments:

12.2 MM-TP01: Traffic Management Plan
12.2.1 The proposed Mitigation Measure regarding Traffic Management Plans is shown
as follows:
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12.2.2 A Traffic Management Plan (TMP) will be prepared and implemented for
construction by an appointed contractor for approval by the relevant local
government authorities and VicRoads.
12.2.3 The TMP will include specific measures for discrete components or stages of the
works having the potential to impact on roads, shared use paths, bicycle paths,
footpaths or public transport infrastructure.
12.2.4 The TMP will include a number of sub-plans including:
-

Public Transport Disruption Management sub-plan.
Pedestrian and cyclist connectivity.

Recommendation
12.2.5 In addition to the above, a Car Park Management Plan should be prepared as part
of the construction phase, to minimise the impact of parking in the vicinity of the
various construction segments.

12.3 MM-TP02: Level Crossing Audit
12.3.1 An audit of the existing level crossing with passive control adjacent to Frankston–
Flinders Road will be carried out prior to construction by a suitably qualified
person to investigate if the current condition is suitable for construction use.
12.3.2 This mitigation measure is considered appropriate and will presumably be a subplan of the Traffic Management Plan.

12.4 MM-TP03: Stakeholder
transport changes

and

consultation

on

12.4.1 Prior to commencement of works and any temporary road closures, stakeholder
consultation will be carried out and advanced notice given to affected residents,
businesses or industries. This includes measures such as letter notification to
inform residents and businesses of upcoming works and road closures.
12.4.2 Stakeholder engagement and communications strategies will be established in
the TMP and the Stakeholder Engagement Management Strategy to be prepared
for the Project. Stakeholders may include local councils, road authorities,
business operators and residents among others.
12.4.3 During operation, regular meetings will occur with Mornington Peninsula Shire
and an agreement will be reached with the local council to confirm pavement
upgrades of impacted local roads around Crib Point, subject to the pavement
strength survey results.
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12.4.4 This mitigation measure is considered to be an appropriate response for the
project.

12.5 MM-TP04: Road Safety Audit
12.5.1 Intersections will be designed and constructed to provide safe vehicle
movements to the satisfaction of the responsible road management authority.
12.5.2 A Road Safety Audit will be undertaken upon finalisation of the proposed routes
and access tracks to confirm mitigation measures.
12.5.3 This will consider investigating existing warning signage, lighting, turning
movement lane provision and sight clearance and access track alignment
modifications to improve safe intersection sight distance (SISD) for those that are
non-conforming. This includes management measures such as advanced
warning signage and flag lighting.
12.5.4 In order to provide a safe route for the operation stage, signage improvements
and speed reduction measures will be considered at Hunts Road to minimise the
likelihood of collision with other vehicles at the black spot identified at the
intersection between Hunts Road and the Coolart Road.
12.5.5 It is understood that the Road Safety Audit will be undertaken in consultation with
local councils.
Recommendation
12.5.6 In addition to the above, it is recommended that a Road Safety Audit is
undertaken at the following intersections:
•

Tyabb-Tooradin Road / Bungower Road

•

Western Port Highway / Bungower Road

•

Western Port Highway / Tyabb-Tooradin Road

•

Frankston Flinders Road / Western Port Highway / Denham Road (Peak Hour
analysis by Aecom)

•

Frankston Flinders Road / Marine Parade (Peak Hour analysis by Aecom)

•

Woolleys Road / Stony Point Road

12.6 MM-TP05: Pavement strength survey
12.6.1 A pavement strength survey will be undertaken for Woolleys Road and the
Esplanade prior to construction to determine suitability to accommodate
projected heavy vehicles for construction and operation phases.
12.6.2 The survey’s results will determine potential location where road upgrade may
be required.
12.6.3 Key gravel roads within the study area will be assessed separately and will be
subject to specific maintenance checks. These roads will be named within the
Traffic Management Plan once the Project details have been confirmed.
12.6.4 Pavement will be restored to existing condition or better after construction.
Recommendation
12.6.5 Due to regularity and extensive time frame that B-Doubles are expected to
deliver Liquid Nitrogen to Crib Point, the preferred route once identified, should
be included in the Pavement Strength Survey.
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12.7 MM-TP06: Public Transport Disruption Management
sub-plan
12.7.1 Prior to commencement of works affecting public transport services, a plan to
minimise disruption to public transport services resulting from Project
construction activities will be developed and implemented.
12.7.2 The plan will be developed in consultation with relevant authorities such as Public
Transport Victoria and the Department of Transport and will be included as a subplan to the TMP.
12.7.3 This mitigation measure is considered to be an appropriate response for the
project and crucial to minimise the impact that construction will have on bus
users.

12.8 MM-TP07: Nitrogen Transport Plan
12.8.1 A Nitrogen Transport Plan is proposed. This plan will include identifying the
preferred route(s), management measures at key intersections and permit
requirements for access to roads that are not approved B-double routes.
12.8.2 Alternative roads to bypass Hastings and Somerville town centres will be used
where possible.
Recommendation
12.8.3 Based on my review of residential density and accidents along the various routes
proposed, the use of Coolart Road seems most appropriate.
12.8.4 I would recommend that a Road Safety Audit be undertaken at the two blackspot
locations on Coolart Road to determine if additional mitigation is required to
reduce any potential increase in risk at these locations.
12.8.5 I would also recommend that the preferred route for the Liquid Nitrogen Truck
was included in the Pavement Strength Survey, with appropriate mitigation
identified as relevant.
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13 Response to Expert Evidence
by Traffix:
13.1 Review
13.1.1 I have been requested to review the expert evidence statement prepared by Ms
Dunstan from Traffix, who prepared a statement on behalf of APA / AGL.
13.1.2 Due to the limited time available to review this statement the following is a
preliminary comment on the main issues raised in Ms Dunstan’s conclusions.
Additional issues on areas of disagreement may arise that are not yet apparent.
13.1.3 The following issues were raised in Ms Dunstan’s conclusions with commentary
added on whether we agree or otherwise.
Table 13.1: Summary of Conclusions by Traffix and Areas of Agreement
Issue

Traffic
Impacts

CD Conclusions

Agree / Disagree

The TIA errs on the side of conservatism when
assessing the transport impacts of the proposal and as
such represents an overly conservative assessment of
traffic impacts of the proposal on the nearby road
network.

Disagree

Where data is unavailable, it assumes that each road
carries a volume of traffic equivalent to its
environmental or target capacity, when most roads are
likely to carry far less traffic in practice

Agree that an
assumed level
of traffic can be
made for some
roads

The maximum number of workers are assumed to be
on-site at all times and that all pipeline workers use
every road link impacted, instead of being spread along
the route

Relevant data
not available to
comment

The number of heavy vehicle movements associated
with the transport of pipe is significantly overestimated.

Relevant data
not available to
comment

The construction phase of the project will have a
greater impact on the transport network compared to
the operation phase. This is due to the movement of a
higher number of workers associated with construction
and the movement of heavy vehicles. During the
operational phase, the workforce is significantly lower.

Agree

The risks or impacts identified by the TIA are applicable.

Disagree

The intersections between the Access Tracks and the
public road network will need to be reviewed in detail
before construction commences for sight distance and
appropriate mitigating measures applied.

Agree

The
Frankston-Flinders
Road / Denham
Road
intersection should be included in the list of locations
reviewed by a Road Safety Audit due to the importance
of this intersection for project vehicle movements and
its existing casualty crash history (4 casualty crashes
over 5 years).

Agree
but
additional
intersections
required as well

The mitigation measures identified in the TIA are
appropriate. Each measure is commonly implemented

Agree
additional

Risks
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for construction projects of all scales, such as the
requirement for a comprehensive Traffic Management
Plan
Mitigation
Measures

measures/detail
required

The mitigation measures identified in Chapter 25 of the
EES are appropriate, with the inclusion of the
requirement for a Road Safety Audit of FrankstonFlinders Road/Denham Road pre-construction.
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14

Summary of Opinion:

14.1.1 Based on the preceding discussion, it is my opinion that:
•

The traffic analysis throughout the Mornington Peninsula Shire is based on
estimated traffic volumes. Therefore, compromising the validity of the
analysis.

•

The estimated daily volumes are considerably lower and, in some cases, less
than half, the data currently available for key arterial roads.

•

The projected traffic volumes should be clearly articulated for the AM and PM
peak hours rather than a daily or yearly summary given that the vast majority
of construction related movements are inbound in the AM peak and
outbound in the PM peak, potentially resulting in significant concentration of
movements at particular intersections.

•

The summary of 6 intersections along Frankston-Flinders Road provided as
a peak hour analysis does not provide sufficient detail to assess the likely
impact on these intersections.

•

The proposed distribution of traffic movements to and from the various sites
or along the wider road network is not provided, making it difficult to assess
where the 901 daily traffic movements will occur, noting that this will change
as construction progresses.

•

Additional intersections should be included in the peak hour analysis,
including any with a significant accident history that are likely to experience
construction related traffic, including but not limited to the following:
o

Tyabb-Tooradin Road / Bungower Road

o

Western Port Highway / Bungower Road

o

Western Port Highway / Tyabb-Tooradin Road

o

Frankston Flinders Road / Western Port Highway / Denham Road

o

Frankston Flinders Road / Marine Parade

o

Woolleys Road / Stony Point Road

•

The analysis would provide a more robust assessment by inclusion of a
sensitivity analysis to test the impact of seasonal activity in the area.

•

The review of accidents within the study area doesn’t appear to have been
analysed or used to inform the traffic analysis. The accident data clearly
indicates that there are significant safety issues at a number of intersections
that will be used by construction vehicles, large trucks and/or the future
Liquid Nitrogen B-Doubles.

•

The accident review makes no recommendations or assessment on why
accidents are occurring at the various intersections identified or whether the
proposal will have an adverse impact on those locations.

•

The proposed use of Denham Road for stockpiling and other construction
activities should warrant a discussion about the accident history at this
location in particular and whether the number and type of vehicles associated
with this project will increase the risk of further accidents occurring.

•

The review of access track locations includes an assessment of sight
distance, with 7 access track locations identified within Mornington Peninsula
as having inadequate or unspecified sight distance. The minimum shortfall is
identified is 90m with up to the full 248m unavailable at some locations.

•

Due to the limited ability to move the access track entry within the 30m
nominated work area, I am concerned that early warning signs and a reduced
speed limit as suggested will not be sufficient to ensure that access and
egress from some of these locations can be managed appropriately.
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•

No swept path analysis has been provided to confirm that the larger trucks
required can enter and exit the site satisfactorily and whether the entire road
will be required to do so.

•

The potential impacts of car parking have not been adequately assessed.
Unless adequate parking is provided at the construction sites, there is a risk
that vehicles will be parked on the side of rural roads, potentially causing an
additional hazard, narrowing the pavement width and possibly reducing the
sight distance further.

•

Although a shuttle bus in mentioned in the documentation, there’s no
apparent mechanism to require this service.

•

It should not be Councils responsibility to carry out parking enforcement as
suggested by Aecom, to ensure vehicles are appropriately parked. Adequate
planning of the likely parking requirements should be the responsibility of the
proponent and would form a sub section of the Traffic Management Plan.

14.2 Recommendations
14.2.1 Based on the preceding analysis, I make the following recommendations:
•

MM-TP01 Traffic Management Plan should include an additional sub plan
requiring a Car Park Management Plan.

•

MM-TP04 Road Safety Audit, which is a subset of the Traffic Management
Plan should include the following intersections as a minimum, with
appropriate traffic management measures taken as necessary:
o

Tyabb-Tooradin Road / Bungower Road

o

Western Port Highway / Bungower Road

o

Western Port Highway / Tyabb-Tooradin Road

o

Frankston Flinders Road / Western Port Highway / Denham Road

o

Frankston Flinders Road / Marine Parade

o

Woolleys Road / Stony Point Road

•

MM-TP05 Pavement Strength Survey to include the ‘preferred’ Nitrogen
Truck Route once determined.

•

MM-TP07 Nitrogen Transport Plan to include a requirement for it to be
updated at least every 5 years to the satisfaction of the Responsible
Authority.

•

MM-TP07 Nitrogen Transport Plan to require a Road Safety Audit of any
blackspot intersections identified on the ‘preferred’ route and mitigated
appropriately.

•

MM-TP07 Nitrogen Transport Plan to include a requirement for road
pavement strength testing with mitigation to the satisfaction of the
Responsible Authority as appropriate.
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Appendix A : Department of
Transport Daily Traffic
Volumes 2020
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Table 14.1: Summary of Department of Transport Traffic Volumes (2020)
Road
Class &
No.

Road

NA

Woolleys Rd

C786

Data
Source

NB / EB
AADT

SB / WB
AADT

Two Way
AADT

East of Stony Point Rd

Estimated

3900

3900

7800

Stony Point
Rd

Between
Frankston
Flinders Rd and Woolleys
Rd

Estimated

4100

3700

7800

C777

FrankstonFlinders
Road

Between High St & Stony
Point Rd

Estimated

8100

8100

16000

C777

FrankstonFlinders
Road

Between Hodgins Rd and
High St

Estimated

8100

8100

16000

C777

FrankstonFlinders
Road

Graydens Rd and Hodgins
Rd

Estimated

8100

8100

16000

C777

FrankstonFlinders Rd

Dandenong-Hastings
and Graydens Rd

Estimated

8400

8200

17000

C777

FrankstonFlinders Rd

Mornington Tyabb Rd and
Dandenong Hastings Rd

Actual

4700

4700

9400

C777

FrankstonFlinders
Road

Bungower
Rd
Mornington-Tyabb Rd

SB Actual
/ NB
Estimated

5300

5000

10000

NA

Marine
Parade

Frankston Flinders Rd and
Barclay Cres

Estimated

3900

3900

7800

NA

Graydens
Rd

Boes Rd and Frankston
Flinders Rd

Estimated

3100

3300

6400

A780

Dandenong
-Hastings
Road

Bungower Rd & Mckirdys
Rd

Estimated

4200

4000

8200

A780

Dandenong
-Hastings
Road

Larnach Rd & Eramosa Rd

Estimated

4600

4300

8900

A780

Dandenong
-Hastings
Road

Eramosa Rd & Bungower
Rd

Estimated

3800

3800

7600

Tyabb Rd

Bungower
Road
and
Dandenong Hastings Road

Estimated

1500

1600

3100

Coolart Rd

Graydens Rd and Hodgins
Rd

Estimated

3400

3500

6900

C785

Location

Rd

&

Note: Actual* data counted as midblock classification count in 2018.
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